Given any pair of countable groups G and H with G infinite, we construct a minimal, free, Cantor G-flow X so that H embeds into the group of automorphisms of X. This generalizes results of [3] and [7] .
We may assume without loss of generality that H is also infinite. We also note that to prove Theorem 1, it suffices to construct any minimal G-flow X so that H embeds into Aut(X). If X is a minimal G-flow such that H embeds into Aut(X), then by Theorem 1.2 of [7] , there is a minimal, free G-flow Y with X × Y also minimal. Then by arguing as in Theorem 11.5 of [7] , we can find Z a suitable highly proximal extension of X × Y which is homeomorphic to Cantor space and such that H still embeds into Aut(Z). However, it seems very likely that the construction given here gives an essentially free G-flow, in which case the appeal to Theorem 1.2 of [7] is not needed.
We start with two preliminary sections. The first is on blueprints, a notion developed by Gao, Jackson, and Seward in [6] . The second discusses strongly irreducible subshifts. The final section proves Theorem 1.
Blueprints
The notion of a blueprint is developed by Gao, Jackson, and Seward in [6] , where in particular, it is proven that every group carries a non-trivial blueprint. To keep this paper self-contained, we provide a proof of this. We delay the definition of a blueprint until we have actually constructed one. Throughout this section, we will use the group G; the group H will figure more heavily in the next section.
For this section, we fix an exhaustion G = n A n , where each A n is finite, symmetric, and contains the identity 1 G ∈ G. We denote this exhaustion by A. We assume that each A n is large enough to write A n = A n−1 · B n for some finite set B n containing 1 G which we now fix. In particular, notice that
Definition 2. An A-system of height n is a collection S = {S(0), ..., S(n)} of subsets of A n defined by reverse induction as follows.
• S(n) = {1 G }
• If S(k + 1), ..., S(n) have all been defined, we say that g ∈ A n is k-admissible for S if, letting > k be least with A k · g ∩ A · S( ) = ∅, then there is h ∈ S( ) with
for the set of g ∈ A n which are k-admissible for S.
• S(k) is any maximal A k -spaced subset of Ad(k, S) containing 1 G .
For the last item, notice by reverse induction that 1 G ∈ Ad(k, S) for each k < n.
Let us immediately clarify an important point about the set Ad(k, S).
Proof. We induct on m − k. When m − k = 1, the lemma follows from the definitions. If
For the moment, fix an A-system S of height n. Our first main goal is Proposition 7, which shows that the sets S(k) are somewhat large.
Towards a contradiction, suppose there were some m, k < m < , with
, we are done by Lemma 4, so assume this is not the case. Let > k be least with A k · g ∩ A · S( ) = ∅, and fix some h ∈ S( ) and f ∈ A k with f g ∈ A · h. Notice that we cannot have f g ∈ A k · A (k + 1) · h, as this would imply that g ∈ Ad(k, S). In particular, for some i ∈ {2, 3, 4}, we have
We are done once we note that A
We now investigate how to modify A-systems to create new ones. Definition 8 and Proposition 9 give a method to restrict to a smaller system, while Definition 10 and Proposition 11 allow us to print a smaller system inside a larger one.
Proof. We proceed by reverse induction on k < m. First we note that
Definition 10. Let S be an A-system of height n. Let T be an A-system of height m for some m < n. Given g ∈ S(m), we let (S, T , g) denote the A-system of height n where for k ≤ n, we have
Proposition 11. (S, T , g) is an A-system of height n.
Proof. We proceed by reverse induction on k ≤ n. For k ≥ m there is nothing to prove. For k < m, we observe that Ad(k, (S,
We use Proposition 11 to construct particularly nice A-systems.
Definition 12. Let S be an A-system of height n. We call S uniform if (g · S)| m = (h · S)| m for any g, h ∈ S(m) and any m ≤ n.
Proposition 13. There is a sequence {S n : n < ω} of uniform A-systems such that S n has height n and S n | m = S m for any m ≤ n.
Proof.
We proceed by (forward) induction. For n = 0 the unique A-system of height zero is vacuously uniform. Suppose S 0 , ..., S n−1 have been constructed. Let T := T 0 be any A-system of height n. For each k < n, we set
Note that the sets T (0), ..., T (n−1) are pairwise disjoint. Fix some enumeration of k<n T (k) = {g 0 , ..., g r−1 }, and for each i < r, let ϕ(i) < n be the unique index with g i ∈ T (ϕ(i)). We repeatedly use Proposition 11 to define A-systems T 0 , ..., T r , and we set S n = T r . If T i has been built for some i < r, we set T i+1 = (T i , S ϕ(i) , g i ). Then S n is a uniform A-system of height n as desired. Definition 14.
1. A sequence S := {S n : n < ω} constructed as in Proposition 13 will be called a coherent sequence.
2. Let S be a coherent sequence. The blueprint of S is the sequence { S(n) : n < ω}, where S(n) = N ≥n S N (n). We note the following properties of the blueprint of S:
(a) S(n) ⊇ S(n + 1), and each S(n) is A n -spaced and A 5 n -syndetic. (b) For any k ≤ n, g ∈ S(k), and h ∈ S(n), we either have
(c) For any k ≤ n and g, h ∈ S(n), we have (
Remark. Compare this to Definition 5.1.2 of [6] . In fact, we have constructed what they call a centered blueprint.
Strongly irreducible subshifts
In this section, we work with the group H. If M is a compact space, then H acts on the space M H by shift, where given x ∈ M h and g, h ∈ H, we set g · x(h) = x(hg). A subshift is any non-empty closed X ⊆ M H which is H-invariant. Most of the time, X will be a finite set A. Let X ⊆ A H be a subshift. If C ⊆ H is finite, the set of C-patterns of X is given by P C (X) = {x| C : x ∈ X} ⊆ A C . If D ⊆ H is finite, recall the definitions of D-spaced and D-apart given immediately before Definition 2.
H is D-irreducible if for any S 0 , S 1 ⊆ H which are D-apart and any x 0 , x 1 ∈ X, there is y ∈ X such that y| S i = x i | S i for each i < 2. We sometimes say that y blends x 0 | S 0 and x 1 | S 1 . We say that X is strongly irreducible if X is D-irreducible for some finite D ⊆ H.
Fact 16. Let A and B be finite sets.
The remainder of this section discusses some examples of strongly irreducible flows that we will use in the construction of the next section.
Let C ⊆ H be finite, and let n = |C −1 C|. By a greedy argument, there is a partition of H into n-many C-spaced sets. Even better, given any S ⊆ H and δ : S → n such that δ −1 (k) is C-spaced for each k < n, we can extend δ to some γ :
and note that Part(C, n) is C-irreducible. Now let C, D ⊆ H be finite, and suppose X ⊆ A H is D-irreducible, and fix α ∈ P C (X). Suppose S ⊆ H is DC-spaced. Then by repeatedly using D-irreducibility, we can find x ∈ X such that hx| C = α for each h ∈ S. Letting N = |(DC) −1 DC|, we then set
Proof. Let (x 0 , ..., x N −1 ), (y 0 , ..., y N −1 ) ∈ Print(X, α, N ) as witnessed by γ x , γ y ∈ Part(DC, N ). Let S x , S y ⊆ H be DC(DC) −1 D-apart. For each i < N , we enlarge S x to a set S x (i) ⊆ C(DC) −1 DS x by adding in Ch if we have both:
Notice that for each h ∈ (DC) −1 DS x , we add Ch to S x (γ x (h)). Do the same thing for y. Since Part(DC, N ) is DC-irreducible, we can find γ ∈ Part(DC, N ) blending γ x | (DC) −1 DSx and γ y | (DC) −1 DSy . Notice that if h ∈ (DC) −1 D(S x ∪ S y ) and γ(h) = i, then Ch and S x (i) ∪ S y (i) are D-apart; this is because in forming S x (i) and S y (i), we only added sets which were D-apart from Ch. Now for each i < N , find z i ∈ X which blends x i | Sx(i) and y i | Sy(i) and with hz i | C = α whenever γ(h) = i. Then (z 0 , ..., z N −1 ) ∈ Print(X, α, N ) is as desired.
The size of r allows us to find disjoint sets F i ⊆ S n (n − 1) for each i < with
Recall the flow Print from the previous section. We define a map
We then set
Note that Z n is strongly irreducible; hence Y n is as well. Notice that since 1 G ∈ F , we have that
This concludes the construction of Y . We now set X = G · Y .
Proposition 19. X is essentially free as an H-flow and minimal as a G-flow.
Remark. Note that this immediately imples that X is in fact free as an H-flow, since each h ∈ H acts as an automorphism of the minimal G-flow X.
Proof. We note that each Y n is essentially free, since Y n | A 0 ×H = Y 0 = (2 A 0 ) H . Hence Y is essentially free, from which it follows that G · Y is essentially free as an H-flow.
To show that X is G-minimal, it suffices to show for any x, y ∈ Y and any open V y that the visiting set Vis(x, V ) := {g ∈ G : gx ∈ V } is syndetic. We may assume that V = {z ∈ Y : z| A n−1 ×C n−1 = y| A n−1 ×C n−1 = α i }. Pick any g ∈ S(n). Then g · x| An×H ∈ Y n . It follows that g · x| A n−1 ·F i ×H ∈ Q i . By considering 1 H ∈ H in the definition of Print, there is j < q with g i j · g · x| A n−1 ×C n−1 = α i . It follows that g i j · g ∈ Vis(x, V ). Since g was an arbitrary element of S(n), an A 5 n -syndetic set, and since F i ⊆ S n (n − 1) ⊆ A n , we see that Vis(x, V ) is A 7 n -syndetic as desired.
One drawback of the techniques used in this paper is the asymmetry between the roles of G and H. For example, the following "symmetric" version of the result remains open.
Question 20. Let G and H be countable infinite groups. Is there a free (G × H)-flow which is simultaneously a minimal G-flow and a minimal H-flow?
